FROM PASSION TO SOLUTION
>> Inspired by the fresh breath of Nature
and your satisfaction with our products and
service, EVEREDtroincs team is always here
with full of passion providing you best
solution for energy saving and adding
environmental & social value to your products
and your company.
Sustainability on both humanities
and environment is our ultimate mission,
we are sustainable technology believers
and practitioners. Today, we invite you
join us and together create a colorful world
for ourselves and our later generations!

COMPANY BROCHURE

EVERREDtronics Limited, established in 2009 in
Shanghai, is the joint-venture company with Hebei
Yuxian Electronic Limited (Previously State owned
in Hebei Province, middle-north of China),
operated as vista connecting to the world. The
parent company was founded in 1971 and it has
dedicated itself to produce the semiconductor
materials and devices since then. In 1986, it was
introduced the advanced technologies from the
Chinese Academy of Sciences and Tianjin Power
Source Research Institutions and turned to
produce Thermoelectric Cooling Module (Peltier
module)., and since 2005, and we have invested
large amount of funds and human resources on
developing the thermoelectric materials, generator
module (Seebeck module ) and semiconductor
related peripherals; As one of the professional
companies on Thermoelectric Module
manufacturing, our company can provide
customers module and micro module in more than
one hundred different specifications. We can also
produce module in specific specification and
application as per client’s demand. At present, the
annual production capacity has reached 2.0
million. We are proud of our skillful workers and
strict inspection system (a thorough quality control
from the raw materials procurement, crystal
growth, pellets selection, module assembly, to the
dispatch of the final products). All our products are
100% tested and inspected (Using the test
equipment from American TE company), and
therefore the quality is absolutely ensured.

Our company has also successfully passed
the ISO9001:2000 International quality
certification and the SGS Europe Union
certification. All these advantages make us
an outstanding leader in the thermoelectric
industry. Our products are mainly sold to
European countries such as UK, Spain, Italy,
and USA, Canada, South America, South
Korean, and Australia etc. Our products are
also available in domestic market. The
products of our company are wildly used in
water coolers, heat exchanging system, air
conditioners, portable automotive
refrigerators, infrared detector, thermotank,
the cooling source or heat pump of medical
equipment and waste harvesting system.

EVERREDTRONICS


WHAT WE DEDICATED TO



Waste Heat Recovery



Thermoelectric Modules



Thermoelectric Materials



Thermal Management

OUR FACILITIES & STAFF
OUR PRODUCTS


Thermoelectric Peltier Coolers



Thermoelectric Generators



Aluminium Substrated Peltiers



Multi stages Peltiers



Max. 200°C Peltier module



Thermoelectric P & N Materials

OUR CREDENTIALS
3M Singapore
ABB
MAGNA INTERNATIONAL
DELTA ELECTRONICA ITALY
THERMOTRON KOREA
TATA INDIA
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
ALPHABET ENGERGY
HONEYWELL
TEMPRONICS USA

300 employees
50 technicians

EVERREDTRONICS LTD.

2.0 million pieces’ capacity

#2-6 Building, No.89 Julian Road,

New Factory covering 6726 square meters

Shanghai,201907, China
Tel: +86 (21)6049 5160
Fax: +86 (21)6531 1544
sales@everredtronics.com

